
Sunday morning in Cape Town...warm and sunny. 
 
Some weeks I have to scratch my head for something to write and other weeks there’s a mountain of material.  That’s 
this week. 
 
Sorry about last week...my computer broke and needed a new piece of circuit board.  It’s now all fixed and we’re back to 
normal...Everything was backed up so I didn’t lose any data. 
   
Drove to Jo’burg on Monday and back on Thursday.  14 hours there and 16 back.  3000 kms and it’s a long trip.  Had 
some good meetings with clients and friends and it cemented my positive feelings about the business environment 
slowly changing in SA.  Stayed in the Genesis Suites in Fairmount...a very strange place...brand new for the World Cup 
but slowly sinking into the sunset...all full of capital with no revenue to keep the place clean and up to date.  At the 
moment it’s excellent value but who knows about next year. 
 
Dinner in Sandton...the one place in Jo’burg I really like. 
 
Filled up with petrol where I could find it and headed south. 
 
I’ve long since thought that Rupert Murdoch was the devil incarnate in British politics and media.  This week has proved 
it and the quicker he disappears the better for all concerned.  He’s being grilled by MPs on Tuesday and this shouldn’t 
be missed. 

 
I’ve a public negotiation programme schedule for next Friday in Cape Town.  I hope we get enough for it to run. 
 
Enjoy your week 
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This week we used, read, visited, played with... 

Took out a subscription to the Guardian this week on Kindle.  For $9.95 a month it’s a steal and you can share it as well. 

Whether I have the time or energy to read two papers each day I’m not sure but I like to keep up with life in the UK and 

the Independent and the Guardian are good enough reads...maybe even too good. 

I was looking for a new anti spam filter this week and I’m trialling Spamfighter for a month.  I like the way it sits in 

Outlook and it seems to work well and the up front price at $29.95 looks OK.  I’ll buy it when the trial runs out. 

Picking up a new Dell for my wife tomorrow.  The Apple MacBooks are now old and need to be replaced and the Mac 

world is increasingly more expensive for what we need. 

(07-12) 05:03 PDT Sanford, Fla. (AP) -- 

A central Florida woman says she's having numerous financial troubles because of a bank error that caused Chase 

Bank USA to declare her dead last November. 

Wrenella Pierre has filed a lawsuit and Chase officials said Monday they're investigating how the mistake happened. 

When Pierre and her husband built their home in 2007, they got two mortgages through Chase. 

According to the lawsuit, the bank notified credit-reporting agencies last year that Pierre had died. They sent a letter of 

condolence to the family, saying someone from the bank would be in touch about the mortgage. 

Pierre says she notified bank officials that she was alive and also went to a local branch to correct the mistake. 

A month later, the lawsuit alleges, credit agencies still reported her dead. 
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Credit control 

The one element of selling that I hate the most is credit control.  I’ll pitch and deliver and 
invoice but I never much value collecting the money afterwards when clients are late. 
 
In a previous life I had enormous difficulty putting customers on “stop” and “COD only”...it left 
a scar. 
 
You can’t ever forget the maxim...no matter how painful it is... 
 
A sale is only a sale when it’s been paid for...up to then it’s just a loan. 
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Easy deals 

Pitched up at a hotel this week in Jo’burg having booked it on the interwebz. 
 
Put the paper on the desk and smiled at the reception person who duly told me I’d got the date 
wrong.  I was a week early. 
 
My lack of attention to detail is legendary but the learning point for me was that we fixed it in 
seconds.  I phoned the booking company and the problem went away. 
 
Whenever I’m in a tangle I always try to assume that the answer is simple and the with a bit of 
sense and clear thinking it’ll be readily solved. 
 
“How do we get this fixed?” and other such comments assume that the fix is indeed easy and 
available. 
 
The next time that you’re negotiating don’t let deadlock frighten you.  I always plan to get the deal 
done in the time and I create a plan to achieve it. 
 
No matter how much you think the deal will never work always take a positive mindset and push 
towards a settlement. 
 
We’ve got some industrial relations negotiators in South Africa at the moment who could benefit 
from this advice. 


